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Introduction
• Some current controversies:
– Climate change

– Diet

• These topics rely on scientific evidence to get closer
to the truth
• Scientific progress relies on the publication of ideas
and experimental results that can be replicated,
tested, and improved over time

Truth and Knowledge
• The wisest of men is he who knows that he knows nothing
– Socrates
• All men by nature desire knowledge – Aristotle
• If you would be a real seeker after truth, it is necessary that at
least once in your life you doubt, as far as possible, all things
– Rene Descartes
• All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered;
the point is to discover them – Galileo Galilei
• In questions of science, the authority of a thousand is not
worth the humble reasoning of a single individual – Galileo
Galilei
• All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed.
Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as being
self-evident. – Arthur Schopenhauer

Newton’s ‘undiscovered ocean of truth’
• Isaac Newton said: "I do not know
what I may appear to the world,
but to myself I seem to have been
only like a boy playing on the
seashore, and diverting myself in
now and then finding a smoother
pebble or a prettier shell than
ordinary, whilst the great ocean of
truth lay all undiscovered before
me."

Epistemology (the study of knowledge)
•
•

Knowledge is justified true belief (not merely a lucky guess)
Knowledge of the truth can be obtained by a priori reasoning, or by
empirical experience

•

"Science without epistemology is - insofar as it is thinkable at all - primitive
and muddled. However, no sooner has the epistemologist, who is seeking
a clear system, fought his way through such a system, than he is inclined
to interpret the thought-content of science in the sense of his system and
to reject whatever does not fit into his system. The scientist, however,
cannot afford to carry his striving for epistemological systematic that far.
... He therefore must appear to the systematic epistemologist as an
unscrupulous opportunist." (Einstein, 1949)

What is truth?
• Solipsism – denial of reality
• Radical scepticism – only direct knowledge of our senses
• Relativism – depends on point of view
– “Everything we hear is an opinion, not a fact. Everything we see is a
perspective, not the truth.” – Marcus Aurelius

• Instrumentalism – quantities can be measured, even if we
have no way of knowing whether theoretical entities actually
exist
• Fallabilism – can know things even though we are
sometimes wrong
• Empiricism – based on observation or experience
• Rationalism – based on reason
• Dogmatism – certain of their truth
– “Certitude is not the test of certainty”
– Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr

Socrates

• Socrates lived from
469 – 399 BC
• The Socratic method of
teaching involved
asking questions
• The great philosopher,
Socrates, did not
record his own words
• Plato recorded the
teachings of Socrates

Socrates and Plato

Socrates

Plato

Socratic Method

• The Socratic method led to the development
of the scientific method

Scientific method and attitude
• Socrates

• Karl Popper
– falsification and falsifiability
– observation, hypothesis
formulation, testing

• Thomas Kuhn
– scientific revolutions by paradigm
shifts
(e.g., Darwin, Marx, Einstein)

Scientific method and attitude
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observations of the world lead to the recognition of patterns (through
inductive reasoning) which lead to interesting questions about why the
pattern might occur
Hypotheses are formed in such a way that they are framed as testable
questions. The scientific method cannot be applied to untestable,
unfalsifiable questions.
Find a number of possible explanations and think up ways of testing which
ones might be wrong
Data is gathered (and repeated) to test the prediction. The hypothesis is
then rejected, accepted, or refined and re-tested.
Experiments should be replicated reproducibly
Use control groups and double-blind protocols where appropriate
If two ideas explain the data equally well, the simpler one is preferred.
Occam's razor suggests that the simpler theory with fewer (or less
onerous) unproved assumptions is probably the most appropriate one.
General theories then gather together the hypotheses that are consistent
with all current data. They remain provisional and tentative.

Scientific method and attitude
• Scientific theories cannot be proven (only corroborated), but
can be shown to be beyond reasonable doubt
• The sun will rise tomorrow. But this does not imply that it will
rise ten billion years from now (by which time its fuel will most
likely have been exhausted).

Library of Alexandria
• From ~280 BC to a few
hundred years later

Library of Alexandria
• The Library of Alexandria was the
centre of collected knowledge in the
ancient world
• Scholars such as Euclid and
Archimedes are said to have written,
studied, and experimented there

Euclid

Archimedes

De la Pirotechnia – Vannoccio Biringuccio – 1540
• The tradition of scientific and technical
literature in the field of metallurgy
started a long time ago

• De la Pirotechnia, by Vannoccio
Biringuccio, was the first printed book
on metallurgy to have been published in
Europe
• Written in Italian and published in
Venice in 1540

De la Pirotechnia – Vannoccio Biringuccio – 1540

• Provides details on mining practice, the
extraction and refining of numerous metals,
and the production of alloys such as brass

De Re Metallica – Georgius Agricola – 1556

• Georgius Agricola (1494-1555) wrote ‘of things metallic’ or ‘on
the nature of metals’
• Travelled extensively and wrote about mining methods and
metallurgical processes that were in place in the Middle Ages
• Original Latin version was published in 1556, the year after
Agricola died

De Re Metallica – Georgius Agricola – 1556

• The English version of De Re Metallica was published in 1912
- translated into English by Herbert Hoover, a mining engineer
and later President of the United States, and his wife Lou
Henry Hoover, a geologist and classicist
• “I have omitted all those things which I have not myself seen,
or have not read or heard of from persons upon whom I can
rely. That which I have neither seen, nor carefully considered
after reading or hearing of, I have not written about.”

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society
•
•

Scientific publishing of journal papers has been in existence for 350
years
The first issue of Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society was
published 350 years ago, under the guidance of Henry Oldenburg

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society

•

•

The world’s oldest and longest-running scientific journal, the Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society, was first published in March 1665, in
London
Henry Oldenburg – Secretary of the Royal Society and first Editor of the
publication – ensured that it was ‘licensed by the council of the society,
being first reviewed by some of the members of the same’, thus making it
the first ever reviewed journal

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society
•

The Royal Society announced in October 2011 that they
had made the historical archives of the Philosophical
Transactions (over 60 000 scientific papers)
permanently free to online access from anywhere in the
world

•

All of the historical archival papers (published more than
70 years ago) from the Philosophical Transactions are
now freely available on their website

•

Current publications are available via delayed open
access where older articles (12 months for biological
sciences, and 24 months for physical sciences) are
made freely available

Early days of scientific societies
•

•

In the early days, regular meetings were held to discuss science and run
experiments. The reading of scientific papers took place, and publication
of papers and discussions was done to record the proceedings of
meetings. Meetings often included rather robust debate.
The picture below shows Nikolai Tesla giving a demonstration in 1893

http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21656134-electronics-has-already-cut-data-cord-can-it-now-cut-power-cord?fsrc=nlw|hig|26-06-2015|

Notes from 1894
• “As Chemists and Metallurgists of the Rand you have before
you much useful and interesting work, and it remains with
you, gentlemen, by publication or diffusion of accurate
scientific information, by exposure of pseudo-scientific frauds,
…, to claim as a right the recognition of your proper status in
relation to this community”
• “I heard a rumour about a certain company getting an actual
extraction of 125 per cent. from concentrates”
• “Such results as I have instanced are obviously imagined, or
as chemists say, ‘cooked’”
– Mr William Bettel, The President’s Inaugural Address, Chemical and
Metallurgical Society of South Africa, 19 May 1894, pp.9,10,11

Robust discussion in 1895
• “As for Mr Suckling’s process, I fail to see the novelty or
usefulness of the method. The use of a blast (pressure)
instead of a draught of air (suction) is, to my mind, a
retrograde movement, and absurd from its manifest
conditions.”
– Mr William Bettel, Monthly meeting, Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa, 16 February 1895, p.93.

• “I have examined the Sulman process from both theoretical
and practical points of view, and I can only come to the
conclusion that it is not a bromination process, neither is it a
cyanide process, but that it is a very bad oxidation process,
consequently useless.”
– Mr Schlunde, Monthly meeting, Chemical and Metallurgical Society of
South Africa, 18 May 1895, p125.

The changing nature of scientific societies
•

In today's world, there is a plethora of publications, and it is close to
impossible for anyone to keep up with the vast flow of information.
International conferences with hundreds of presentations have taken the
place of the local meetings that used to discuss a single paper or
experiment. In this frenetic environment, it is essential that researchers
are able to trust the material they read.

•

Learned societies nowadays exist to promote an academic discipline or
profession, and are mostly not-for-profit organizations. They typically hold
conferences for the presentation and discussion of new research results,
and publish or sponsor academic journals in their discipline. The system
of peer review (significantly flawed, but the best we have) is used to
maintain standards and to improve the quality of papers.

•

Some learned societies continue to publish journals themselves, while
others have contracted this job to commercial publishing companies

•

In recent times, the Internet and the World Wide Web devised by Tim
Berners-Lee have transformed the dissemination of knowledge, a capacity
once exclusive to publishers

Internet and information explosion

“

Between the birth of the world and
2003, there were five exabytes of
information created. We [now]
create five exabytes every two days.

”

- Google CEO Eric Schmidt, 2010

Electronic publishing
• Recent developments in electronic publishing on websites
make it possible to disseminate information more widely and
cost effectively than before
• Professional societies have an opportunity to serve their
members and their industry by publishing high-quality peerreviewed papers on their websites as well as in printed form
• Older publications can be scanned, and optical character
recognition can be used to provide searchable text

Number of journals and papers
•
•

•

•
•

Science has grown exponentially since the late 1600s, both in terms of
number of researchers and publications
The size of science has increased by an estimated five orders of
magnitude in three centuries. “We can say that 80 to 90 percent of all the
scientists that have ever lived are alive now".
An estimated 1.35 million scientific journal papers were published in
23 750 refereed journals in 2006. (Perhaps there are about two million
papers per year now.) The total number of active scholarly journals,
refereed plus non-refereed, was 60 911. There were 2690 open access
scholarly journals, including 1735 that were also refereed
PLoS ONE (paid open access) published 6749 papers in 2010, making it
the world's largest journal
In 1983, China produced just 0.6 percent of articles surveyed by Thomson
Reuters in the Science Citation Index (Web of Science). By 2013, China
produced some 13 percent of the literature, second only to the United
States at 29 percent.

A short abstract

Citations are rare
• A study of over 1.3 million papers across all
disciplines and years, found that 61% of papers had
zero citations, and 12% had only one citation, with
4% having 16 or more citations
• Another study found that 55% of papers are not cited
at all
• Citations of journal papers are most common in
biological and physical sciences, less so in
engineering where conferences are more important
and where implementation is more important than
publication. Social sciences tend to place greater
reliance on books than on journals.

Open access
• The Universal Declaration of Human Rights that says
"everyone has the right freely to … share in scientific
advancement and its benefits"

Open access
•

There is an important distinction to be drawn between work that scholars
want to give away (journal articles, conference papers) and work from
which they expect to derive income (books), and this present discussion
focuses only on the former

•

In academic publishing, authors are not paid by the journal for their writing;
peer reviewers give their time voluntarily to evaluate papers and suggest
improvements; and, journal editorial boards (and, sometimes, even journal
editors) are unpaid. However, scientific papers can be very costly for
readers to obtain (typically tens of dollars per paper).

•

Low-cost publishing on websites has changed the cost structure of
information publication and dissemination, making it possible to extend the
reach of information to a much greater worldwide audience. Online
publishing also allows articles to become available sooner than printed
versions. There is considerable support for the idea of a more open
research literature.

Open access
•
•

•

Open access publishing aims to provide universal, unrestricted free
access to full-text scholarly materials via the Internet
This is different from the dissemination of research articles that has
traditionally been controlled by publishers that regulate access by means
of subscriptions and licences fees levied on users and academic libraries
Open access publishing is based on the principle of maximizing the ease
with which publications can be obtained. Open publications are visible to
search engines, such as Google, thereby making them easily found. This
serves the interests of authors, in that they want their writing to have
maximum reach and impact, and want their work to be discussed and
cited often. It also serves the interests of readers who desire low-cost or
free access to a wide range of information. Peer reviewers are usually
also authors and readers, so their interests are looked after too. However,
it is also very important to safeguard the interests of publishers or scientific
societies, as these bodies have high reputations and ensure the
trustworthiness of what is published.

Open access
• Sources of funding for scientific societies include:
membership fees, subscriptions to journals, sale of
publications, sponsorship, limited advertising, conference
fees, article-processing charges, and subsidies from funding
agencies
• Through proper management of open-access publication, it is
possible to maintain the same standards of high-quality
production of peer-reviewed papers, with the potential for
greatly increased dissemination and citation

Open access
• The high cost of obtaining published papers can be seen as a
barrier for scientists and engineers working in the poorer
countries of the developing world, as well as for unemployed
scientists who would like to keep abreast of their fields while
seeking work. Open access provides unrestricted availability
to publications to anyone with a connection to the Internet.
• Another benefit of having open access to scientific papers is
that search engines can be used to find associations between
items that would be missed by human readers of individual
papers. ‘Re-inventing the wheel’ can sometimes be avoided
by ensuring that older papers are readily available to
researchers.

Open access
•

•
•
•
•
•

Today’s world faces many policy choices, on issues such as climate
change, energy generation, and recycling. These issues cannot be
properly addressed without widespread access (even by the general
public) to the results of scientific research in each of these areas.
The British government has recently announced an initiative to make all
taxpayer-funded research available online to anyone who wants to read or
use it
From 2014, the results of all research funded by the European Union must
be open access
In February 2013, the US White House announced that governmentfunded research should be made free to read within 12 months of
publication
Estimates of the proportion of papers available free online range from 30%
to 50%
It is hard to argue that keeping scientific information behind expensive pay
walls is in the best interest of society. There is an increasing degree of
dissatisfaction in the scientific community with the degree of control
exerted by the big three publishing houses (namely Elsevier, Springer, and
Wiley) who own most of the world’s more than 20 000 academic journals,
and account for about 42% of all journal articles published.

Open access
• Commercial publishers are concerned about losing their
revenue stream to open-access competition. There is some
scepticism about the economic viability of the open-access
model of publishing, but these objections are often easily
overcome.
• It has also been argued that there is a moral imperative to
remove restrictions of access to the scientific literature.
• There is a fundamental question that needs to be addressed
by learned societies – are they there to make a lot of money
from publishing to underwrite their other activities, or are they
there to advance science?

Open access
• It is in the best interests of authors and readers, and society
at large, to ensure that scientific and technical papers are
searchable and freely available to as wide an audience as
possible
• It is argued that this can be done effectively by scientific and
technical societies who are willing to publish their papers
online using one or another variant of the open-access model

SAIMM
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

SAIMM Journal was first published in 1894, and is currently
published monthly
Electronic copies of papers in PDF format are produced
Old papers (initially from 1969) were scanned and subjected to optical
character recognition (OCR) to make them searchable
All of the previously unscanned historical copies of the journal (for the
period 1894 to 1969) were digitised with the support of the Carnegie
Foundation (as part of their effort to get a wide range of African journals
online) and Sabinet
Journal papers were initially made available on the SAIMM website at a
cost, but were free to members
In 2007, SAIMM’s journal and conference papers were made free of
charge to everyone
A main strategic objective of SAIMM is to disseminate
scientific and technical information to the benefit of the
mining and metallurgical industries
It is intended to provide the widest possible readership for
authors who publish papers in the SAIMM Journal

SAIMM
• SAIMM also makes its papers available to other online
databases, in order to reach as wide an audience as possible.
This includes the international OneMine database and the
SciELO system that is managed by the Academy of Science
of South Africa.
• It is in the best interests of authors to ensure that their papers
are freely available to as wide an audience as possible. It is
also in the best interests of readers to have free access to
papers. For these reasons, SAIMM neither charges authors
nor readers for papers published in their journal or conference
proceedings.

SAIMM
• SAIMM also publishes proceedings of many mining and
metallurgical conferences that it organizes. The cost of
producing conference proceedings is covered by conference
fees. Conference papers are made available online via open
access, a short period after the conference has taken place.
• SAIMM is a not-for-profit society where much of the work is
done by volunteers, supported by a small secretariat with paid
full-time staff. Authors and peer reviewers give their time free
of charge (or are paid by their employers to do the work), but
other aspects of the publishing chain (such as editing, typesetting, proof-reading, printing, packaging, posting, and
website management) clearly come at a cost. Advertising
and sponsorship cover many of these costs, but the
principal sources of income of the institute are
membership subscriptions and conference fees.

Mintek
• The Pyrometallurgy Division at Mintek started
in about 1996 to make available all of its open
publications (papers and patents) on its website
• In order to make the initial selection of older papers available,
the question of existing copyright restrictions had to be
addressed
• In some cases, this was easily managed, by getting the
permission of societies such as SAIMM to make copies of the
papers available on the Mintek website
• Many scholarly publishers, including Elsevier, Springer, and
John Wiley & Sons, now include concessions in their
copyright policies to allow some form of self-archiving of fulltext articles by authors in their institutional repositories or on
personal websites

Don’t believe
everything
you read
on the Internet
Abraham Lincoln

Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica

• In 2005, Nature published a study it undertook of the
accuracy of articles from Wikipedia and Encyclopedia
Britannica. This showed the difference in accuracy was not
particularly great (averages out to 2.92 mistakes per article for
Britannica, and 3.86 for Wikipedia).
• Britannica is based on strong scholarship, sound judgment,
and disciplined editorial review
• Wikipedia is very current, comprehensive in coverage, and is
based on continuous correction by many people. The core
Wikipedia values include: neutral point of view, no original
research, verifiable information only, and citing sources.

Stigler’s Law of Eponymy
• “No scientific discovery is named after its original discoverer”
• Named after University of Chicago statistics professor
Stephen Stigler for his 1980 publication
• Historical acclaim for discoveries is often assigned to persons
of note who bring attention to an idea that is not yet widely
known, whether or not that person was its original inventor

Stigler’s Law
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Alzheimer's disease had been previously described by at least half a
dozen others before Alois Alzheimer's 1906 report which is often (wrongly)
regarded as the first description of the disorder
The Bessemer process was discovered by William Kelly in 1851. Henry
Bessemer was the first to obtain a patent in 1855
Fibonacci was not the first to discover the famous sequence of Fibonacci
numbers. They had existed in Indian mathematics since 200 BC.
Fibonacci provided the series in 1202 AD.
The normal or Gaussian distribution was introduced by Abraham de
Moivre in 1733, but was named after Carl Friedrich Gauss who began
using it in 1794
Newton's first and second laws of mechanics were known and proposed in
separate ways by Galileo, Hooke, and Huygens before Newton described
these in his Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica. Newton owns
the discovery of only the third one.
The Reynolds number in fluid mechanics was introduced by George
Stokes, but is named after Osborne Reynolds, who popularised its use
Stokes's theorem was discovered by Lord Kelvin

Stigler’s Law
•

Stigler named the sociologist Robert K. Merton as the discoverer of
"Stigler's law", so making his ‘law’ an example of itself

Robert K. Merton

•

Robert Merton described the principle in his 1957 Presidential Address to
the American Sociological Society

Newton and Leibniz

•

Robert Merton talks about the pressure of priority in scientific discovery.

•

There was a great deal of controversy between Newton and Leibniz over
the invention of calculus. When the Royal Society finally established a
committee to adjudicate the rival claims, Newton, who was then president
of the Royal Society, packed the committee, helped direct its activities,
anonymously wrote the preface for the second published report – the draft
is in his handwriting – and included in that preface a disarming reference
to the old legal maxim that “no one is a proper witness for himself”.
Newton must have felt intense pressure for self-vindication that made him
adopt such offensive means for the defence of his valid claims. It was not
because Newton was so weak but because the institutionalized values
were so strong that he was driven to such lengths.”

Fraud by Vrain-Lucas
• Merton (1957) mentions the remarkably prolific Vrain-Lucas
who, in the mid-1800s, created and sold more than 27 000
pieces of manuscript that included letters by Pontius Pilate,
Mary Magdalene, the resurrected Lazarus, Ovid, Luther,
Dante, Shakespeare, Galileo, Pascal, and Newton, all written
on paper and in modern French. "Most provocative among
these documents was the correspondence between Pascal
and the then eleven-year-old Newton (all in French, of course,
although even at the advanced age of thirty-one Newton
could struggle through French only with the aid of a
dictionary), for these letters made it plain that Pascal, not
Newton, had, to the greater glory of France, first discovered
the law of gravitation, a momentous correction of history,
which for several years excited the interest of the Académie
des Sciences and usurped many pages of the Comptes
Rendus until, in 1869, Vrain-Lucas was finally brought to book
and sentenced to two years in prison."

Piltdown hoax
•

•
•

The Piltdown Man was an infamous paleoanthropological hoax in 1912 in
which bone fragments (parts of a skull and jawbone) were presented as
the fossilised remains of a previously unknown early human
These fragments were said to have been collected in 1912 from a gravel
pit at Piltdown, East Sussex, England by Charles Dawson
The significance of the specimen remained controversial until it was
exposed in 1953 as a forgery, consisting of the lower jawbone of an
orangutan deliberately combined with the cranium of a fully developed
modern human

Plagiarism
•

An article from 2014 entitled
"Development of a guideline to
approach plagiarism in Indian
scenario" was retracted by the
Editors of the Indian Journal of
Dermatology (2015), as large
portions of the manuscript were
copied from the first round
questionnaire of a dissertation
entitled 'Developing a
comprehensive guideline for
overcoming and preventing
plagiarism at the international
level based on expert opinion
with the Delphi method' by
another author

Peer review
• The system of peer review is used to maintain
standards and to improve the quality of papers. This
vital system is, however, significantly flawed. There
is little incentive for reviewers to invest sufficient time
in picking up all errors in publications, and any
ineptitude on their part is usually protected by
anonymity. It has reached the point where some
reviewers have mistakenly permitted the publication
of hoax papers deliberately presented with a
complicated scientific facade. In light of such
astounding inadequacies, perhaps a more open
review process would be an improvement.

Peer review
•
•
•
•
•

Peer reviewers are not paid, nor held accountable
Costly and time-consuming
Peer review is resistant to new or controversial ideas
Is it true and is it new?
Agreement between referees is often little higher
than by chance
• Vulnerable to misconduct, plagiarism and breach of
confidentiality. Some of the most cited papers of all
times were rejected by referees

Rejected / delayed recognition – Bad peer review

• Discovery of blood typing
• Jenner’s 1796 paper describing vaccinations
against smallpox
• Krebs’s paper describing the citric acid cycles
• Murray Gell-Mann’s work on quarks
• At least 35 articles that would eventually earn
the Nobel Prize and fame for their authors
were rejected outright during the initial
inspection by reviewers

Harsh reviews - Quasicrystals
• Paper rejected by
Journal of Applied
Physics in 1984
• Later published in
Metallurgical
Transactions A and
Physical Review Letters
• Linus Pauling said:
“There is no such thing
as quasicrystals, only
quasi-scientists”
• Dan Schechtman won
the Nobel Prize for
Chemistry in 2011

More damaging reviews
• The nineteenth-century physicist Waterston, his classic paper
on molecular velocity having been rejected by the Royal
Society as “nothing but nonsense”, became hopelessly
discouraged and left science altogether
• Deeply disappointed by the lack of response to his historic
papers on heredity, Mendel refused to publish the nowpermanently lost results of his further research and, after
becoming abbot of his monastery, gave up his research on
heredity
• Robert Mayer, tormented by refusals to grant him priority for
the principle of conservation of energy, tried a suicide leap
from a third-story window and succeeded only in breaking his
legs and being straitjacketed, for a time, in an asylum

Bowman’s equation for arc shape
•

Very important equation for modelling plasma arcs appears twice in the
literature – wrongly!

2009 book

1994 paper

CoO activity coefficient

•

•

•

Calculated activity coefficient of CoO(l) in
slag as a function of oxygen partial
pressure
At 1400°C (1673 K), graph shows
CoO=10, but equation has the wrong
form and shows 96 000 000.
Author said: “You are right. This equation
is not correct. I made a serious mistake.
Please never use this equation.”

Errata

• Electronic publishing allows errata to be linked
to the original papers. This might improve the
current situation where errors tend to be
propagated from one paper to the next.

Sokal hoax
•

•

•
•
•

Alan Sokal (Professor of Physics at New York University) published a
hoax article in Social Text, a journal of postmodern cultural studies, in
1996 entitled “Transgressing the Boundaries: Towards a Transformative
Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity”
He wanted to see if the journal would publish an article that liberally salted
with nonsense, but sounded good, and flattered the editors’ ideological
preconceptions
The paper proposed that “quantum gravity is a social and linguistic
construct”
The hoax sparked a debate about the scholarly merit of
humanistic commentary about the physical sciences
Sokal maintains that it's almost impossible to function
in the world without some functional sense of truth

The 'two worlds' of CP Snow

• C.P. Snow (1964) once suggested the second
law of thermodynamics as a test of scientific
literacy for the humanist, and said it was
‘about the scientific equivalent of: Have you
read a work of Shakespeare’s?’.

Bohannon’s test of peer review
• Between January and August 2013, John Bohannon (a
journalist for Science) submitted almost identical fake papers
(obviously and seriously flawed) to 304 supposedly peerreviewed journals
• The paper's template is "Molecule X from lichen
species Y inhibits the growth of cancer cell Z“.
Authors and affiliations were unique and fake.
• 157 journals accepted, and 98 rejected the paper
• Some accepting journals were published by major publishers
(e.g., Elsevier), but predatory paid open access journals fared
the worst
• An article entitled “Who’s afraid of peer review?” was
published in Science on 4 October 2013
• This study was seriously flawed, but made quite an impact

Measurements of scientific output
• Citation indexing was pioneered by Eugene Garfield in 1955
• Number of publications
– ‘least publishable units’
• Journal impact factor
• Number of citations
• Number of citations per paper
• h-index

Journal Impact Factor
•

Eugene Garfield first introduced the concept of an impact factor in 1955,
when he was director of the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) - now
part of Thomson Reuters

•

About 70% of refereed scientific journal papers are indexed, even though
less than 39% of refereed journals are indexed (more than 15 000
refereed journals are not indexed)

•

The ratio of (the number of citations in the current year to the items
published in the previous two years) to (the total number of articles
published in the same two years)

•

JIF (2014) = (number of citations in 2014 to papers articles published in
2012 and 2013) / (total number of articles published in 2012 and 2013)

Journal Impact Factor
•

Cannot be used to meaningfully compare journals in different fields

•

Widely criticised for use as a lazy proxy for quality of a particular paper

•

The intrinsic merit of a paper is much more important than where it is
published

•

Publications in high ranking journals are not only more likely to be
fraudulent than articles in lower ranking journals, but also more likely to
present discoveries which are less reliable (i.e., are inflated, or cannot
subsequently be replicated). Some of the sociological mechanisms
behind these correlations have been documented, such as pressure to
publish (preferably positive results in high-ranking journals), leading to the
potential for decreased ethical standards.

h-index
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Proposed in 2005 by Jorge E.
Hirsch, a physics professor at the
University of California, San Diego
Measure of impact and quantity of
scientific output as a single number
h stands for Hirsch or highly cited
He defines the h index as the
maximum number of an author's
papers that have been cited at least
h times
Having an h index of 15 means that
a scientist has published 15 papers
that each had at least 15 citations
Avoids problems where the total
number of papers does not indicate
the quality of scientific publications,
whereas citation counts can be
disproportionately affected by a
single publication of major influence
Useful comparison between authors
within a specific subject area

h-index

•

Curve for number of citations versus paper number, with papers
numbered in order of decreasing citations (Hirsch, 2005). The
intersection of the 45° line with the curve indicates h

Google Scholar h-index

Google and page rank

• Google ranks the importance of a document in a search
according to the networked importance of the pages that link
to it
• Algorithm developed by Larry Page and Sergey Brin

Benford’s Law
•

•

Imagine having a list of randomly occurring measurements, for example,
the altitude (in metres) of the 122 000 most highly populated towns in the
world
What would the frequency distribution of the leftmost digit
(1-9) look like? Would it be evenly distributed at about 11% each?
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the altitude (in metres) of the 122 000 most highly populated towns in the
world
What would the frequency distribution of the leftmost digit
(1-9) look like? Would it be evenly distributed at about 11% each?

Wrong!

Benford’s Law
• The distribution remains the same even if the units are
changed from metres, to feet, or to cubits (523 mm)

http://datagenetics.com/blog/march52012/index.html

Benford’s Law
•

The same pattern occurs with many other data sources, such as stock
market volume, distances to stars, etc.

Benford’s Law
•

Simon Newcomb, a Canadian mathematician, noticed that, when using his
book of log tables, the earlier pages (which contained numbers that start
with 1) were much more worn than the other pages. He documented this
discovery in 1881.

Frank Benford

•
•

The physicist Frank Benford rediscovered this observation in 1938 and, as
a great example of Stigler’s Law, it is named after him as Benford's Law.
Benford’s Law is very useful in the detection of fraudulent data.

Benford’s Law
•

Imagine a plant growing. To go from length 1.0 to 2.0 it would have to
increase by 100%, but to go from 2.0 to 3.0 it would need to grow only
50%, and so on.

•

Benford's formula states that the probability of the leading digit being of a
certain value can be described by the following function:

Conclusions

• Scientific publishing remains alive and well,
despite some problems and challenges
• Electronic technology provides some
wonderful opportunities to improve the way we
communicate scientific results
• The approaches outlined here should help us
to get closer to the truth

